God’s
Gift to
Leeds
United
He was the man behind the manager
as Leeds United rose from the gloom
of the Second Division to the glory
of the League Championship. And as
Jon Howe found out, Bill Fotherby is
ready to do it all again tomorrow.
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“P

EOPLE SAID, ‘oh, what a magnificent job Mr
Fotherby, what a wonderful job you’ve done here.’
I can’t tell you, I was the King. It was wonderful. I
had the most magnificent time of my life there. I should never
have left it...”
In the three and a half hours I spend in the company of Bill
Fotherby, ex-Director, Ground Chairman, Commercial Director,
Managing Director and finally Chairman of Leeds United, it’s the
one time that his voice trails off with a sense of contrition; the

one time he talks in a tone
anything less than 100% bullish and
self-gratified with what he achieved
at the club. It’s a moment that perhaps
tells us more about the man than the
assertive and unrelenting flow of stories
that preceded it, for it is easy to underestimate the influence and sheer presence of the
man on Leeds United, but more importantly,
of Leeds United on the man.
I meet Bill at his home on the outskirts of
Harrogate on a sunny morning in September. I had spoken to him a week before on
the phone, and while my phone call had
rudely interrupted him from a blissful
existence of comfortable retirement, a
lifetime away from the cut and thrust of
‘selling’ Leeds United, he was still happy
to regale me with stories during a fifteen
minute phone conversation that had us
both eagerly anticipating our meeting a
week later.
Although I was interviewing Bill
primarily for my current book project,

“We sat down and
he removed his
jacket to reveal
an estimable
pair of braces”
what I got on tape over the next few hours
contained countless general nuggets of
Fotherby-bombast, which convinced me
there was a side to the story of Leeds United’s
glorious success of the early-1990s which had
to be told.
Bill, now in his 80s, greeted me in his hallway
immaculately dressed in a suit and tie.
Anticipating this from a man who had spent
a working life in the clothing business, always
projecting an image of urbane refinement
and style, I had myself had a shave and
donned a shirt and jacket. We sat down
and he removed his jacket to reveal an
estimable pair of braces, and immediately
I was comfortable that this was the
Bill Fotherby I remembered; none of that
had been for show.

to all the shareholders of Leeds United and offer them
£1 a share. He got sufficient positive replies but faced
opposition when subsequently trying to get a place on
the board. Bill’s yearning was conspicuous, as Manny
Cussins and other directors would often ridicule him
with sarcastic calls of, ‘oh, Bill wants to be a Director,
don’t forget Bill,’ as they passed him in the inner sanctum of Elland Road that he was now party to.
Bill confessed to being “heartbroken” when his friend
Leslie Silver was offered a seat on the board before
him, because, “Leslie wasn’t really fanatical about
Leeds United, like I was.” But eventually a business
deal with Manny Cussins, which required some
leverage, resulted in an offer for Bill to become a board
member. Cussins did, however, confess that it wasn’t
with his blessing, as he felt Bill was a ‘trouble-causer.’
Bill laughs and recalls the tale with a child-like relish,
partly because he was a trouble-causer - in a purely
constructive way of course but also because he still can’t
hide his glee, 34 years later,
at finally getting a seat on the
board of Leeds United.

good people, but I didn’t believe we could get the
success that the club wanted, or should I say, that I
knew we could achieve. Leslie said to me, ‘It’s your
job, Bill, to go out and find a manager’; and it was
another director, Jack Marjason - very nice man,
very nice businessman - who first suggested
Howard Wilkinson.”
It transpires that other recommendations came along,
and Bill had a list that also contained Joe Royle and
Bobby Robson. Bill pursued then England manager
Robson, who politely declined, but who recommended
Wilkinson. Clearly the calibre of Leeds’ next manager
was going up a notch, and the salary likewise. Leeds’
pursuit of Wilkinson is recounted in Dave Simpson’s
The Last Champions, and Bill tells me exactly the same
story, culminating in a salary figure being inserted
into Wilkinson’s contract to which he instantly agreed
and signed. Bill then turned
up to a dinner engagement
with Leslie Silver later that
evening waving the contract
and declaring: “Leslie, peace
in our time!” It was that
significant, and everyone
knew.

“The club was
dead, but we
brought it back to
life, ‘zoom, we’re
going places!’”

That said, seeing Bill in the flesh, in his own home
and not on a pedestal, and expecting the seeminglypermanent facade of chutzpah to finally be removed,
is somewhat unsettling; until you realise he is just a
normal, hard-working Leeds United fan, albeit with
a fantastic set of stories to tell. What also becomes
apparent is that the act never really drops. He bellows
at me imposingly and frequently repeats phrases for
emphasis, as if he is addressing a Banqueting Suite full
of sceptical shareholders at an AGM, not just me sat in
his conservatory.
What many Leeds fans may not know is that Bill’s
association with Leeds United dates back to 1945/46,
when he played for the club’s junior side, then known
as the ‘Leeds United Stormcocks’. Bill, a resident of
Hunslet, was a typical young boy who “lived and
breathed” Leeds United and, more pertinently, always
dreamed of being involved in Leeds United. Bill never
made it as a player, and after a stint in the army he
continued to follow Leeds United through the John

Having built up a successful clothing business in
Leeds, Bill demonstrated a determination to succeed
that would see him win and lose a lifetime of business
challenges. In our conversation he regales me with the
deals he landed, but you wonder how many schemes
he didn’t quite pull off.

This was the beginning of a
fantastic journey for both Bill
and Leeds United, although
it took some years for Bill to
exert sufficient influence to
improve things.
“From that day I joined, and
I’ve never been a boastful
fella, but I made a difference
at Leeds United. I changed Leeds United. I wanted
success, I wanted what every supporter at Leeds
United wanted.” Amid the post-Revie stench of decline
success was far from instant, and even as Bill gradually
became more influential on the board, the atmosphere
at Elland Road remained what Bill describes as “dead.”
“Well, that was marvellous for me,” Bill says, “because
I knew I’d bring life to it. We needed money, and I was
commercial; my job was to bring money into Leeds
United and get us publicity, because what were Leeds?
Who were Leeds? Don Revie had gone and they’d had
that tremendous, tremendous success. How do you
follow that?”

During the 1970s, Bill would spend most pre-match
days stood outside the West Stand as chairman Manny
Cussins welcomed esteemed ‘100 Club’ guests, and
while Bill knew most of the gentlemen, arriving in
Bentleys, escorted by beguiling wives and girlfriends,
he would have to watch the game from the ‘cheap seats’
and walk home up Beeston Hill afterwards back to his
car. In the mid-1970s he asked his secretary to write

Interestingly, Bill was not convinced by the succession
of ex-Revie managers, and he claims he always felt a
fresh broom was needed. “Leslie Silver is a very nice
fella, very nice man, and he gave me an opportunity
when I joined him as a director, he promoted me all
the way up to give me the authority to run the club on
his behalf. We had Billy Bremner, Eddie Gray, Allan
Clarke; all Don Revie’s people, all very nice men, very

Charles and Don Revie eras, with the fanaticism we
all share. Where Bill’s emotional attachment to Leeds
United differed from most people’s was that he knew
he could make a difference to the club, and that if it
wasn’t to be on the pitch, it would be off it.

“That was the turning point
for Leeds United, because
I knew from the conversations I was having with
Howard that this was the
man we wanted. He was so
thorough, meticulous in what they were eating, how
they were carrying on. Of course in them days players
trained, but they were just going through the motions
really; drinking, eating what they wanted. From then
on we had eight very successful years.”
Bill confesses that he, “copied everything from
Manchester United and Tottenham commercially,”
but built a model where every penny spent was with
a view to bringing something back into the club.
To demonstrate this he tells me about the links he
famously forged with the Flying Pizza restaurant,
an establishment that was almost ubiquitous in the
dealings of Leeds United over the next decade.
“The Flying Pizza was a restaurant in Street Lane in
Roundhay, where there was a big Jewish community,
and I realised early doors that if I wanted success, I
had to make sure that I was giving this Jewish community as much backing as I could. If I wanted a dinner
at Elland Road and I wanted to raise money, these
were the boys that were first in with the £1,000 for a

table.” So the Flying Pizza and other establishments in
the area would consequently see a lot of business from
Leeds United.
Speaking to Bill, you are reminded that the publicity he generated was central to the success achieved;
however ersatz and overbearing it may have appeared
at the time. Bill tells me how he dressed security guard
Jack ‘the rottweiler’ Williamson, a retired voluntary
worker, in a smart suit and cap to “make him feel
important” and give the West Stand car park a sense
of regal stature. He also confesses how he asked Jack
to inform a BBC Radio Leeds interviewer that the car
park was, “overflowing with people queuing for cup tie
tickets, we can’t move down here,” when the car park
was actually dead and nobody was buying tickets.
“It was just trying to generate enthusiasm. The club
was dead, but we brought it back to life, ‘zoom, we’re
going places!’”
Nevertheless, even Bill concedes that nothing could
have been achieved without Howard Wilkinson, with
whom he insisted he had to be like “shit to a blanket.”
“For me, Harry Reynolds was the main man before.
He worked with Don Revie, he worked closely with
Don Revie and that’s why it’s so important to have that
relationship. When Howard came to the meeting with
Leslie Silver and myself to take the job, the Chairman
said to him, ‘Well Howard, you will work very closely
with Bill Fotherby, he does all the ins and outs of the
club, he does all the deals, transfers, players’ wages,
contracts.’ ‘No, no,’ Howard said, ‘I only deal with the
Chairman, I do not deal with the Managing Director.’
To him at that time, it was like dealing with a Director
of Football, which kills managers. So he said ‘No, I
won’t do that.’ So Leslie said, ‘Well, I’m afraid I don’t
deal with the manager.’ Leslie was just the front, he was
the one that had the big money, and in them days it
was the size of the pocket that made a Chairman.
“So I said, ‘Howard, just let’s you and me go in the next
room for ten minutes, that’s all I ask of you.’ So we
went into the next room and I said, ‘Howard, listen,
you don’t know the Chairman of Leeds United. He’s a
great guy, he’s fantastic, but he’s not a social man who
will mix with you and the players and so on, he won’t
do that. Now I know, to be successful at a football
club we have to have that relationship where you and
I are as one. We’re working together for the success of
the club. You’ll get the success and the club’ll get it.’
Anyway, I convinced him. I said, ‘Give it a month, and
if you’re not happy, I’ll back away.’”
From there it took off: Wilkinson provided Bill with
his list of required players, and Bill went away to
conduct deals and convince sponsors to put up the

money to finance the transfers. He backed Howard.
Bill tells me the story of signing Gary McAllister as he
was about to board the plane to the Italia ‘90 World
Cup. Bill had spent all day tracking him down to a
golf course near Leicester, even though his agent had
insisted McAllister ‘couldn’t be found.’ McAllister was
emphatic that he would sign after the World Cup, but
Bill adopted the tactic of making McAllister feel like a
million dollars, by claiming he could have the game of
his life in Italy and then every club would want him.
It was enough to soften up the Scotsman who, on the
premise that Bill gave him the Mercedes he had parked
outside (which wasn’t actually his, it was sponsored,
but with Bill that was just a mere detail) as a gift, said
he would sign. At midnight, Bill phoned Wilkinson,
who was on holiday, and on the outside of a few bottles
of wine. Wilko’s retort to the news that the brightest midfield star in the country had signed for Leeds
United was a disbelieving, “Fuck off?”
It was typical of the audacious stunts Bill was able
to pull off. Even the attempt to ‘sign’ Maradona
succeeded in its primary aim of generating interest,
publicity and income for the struggling club. But with
momentum building and success achieved, it was clear
that the previously reticent Wilkinson was on-board in
terms of belief in Bill’s abilities. In a copy of Wilkinson’s book ‘Managing to Succeed’, which was written
after the title win and presented to Bill as a present,
Wilkinson wrote ,‘To Bill Fotherby, You are the wind
beneath my wings’. Not known for his sentiment, it
was a rare concession from Wilko, and a statement Bill
is rightly proud of, as if the private recognition from
a hugely respected football figure was the ultimate ‘up
yours’ to the detractors that didn’t take him seriously.
“All the publicity I was getting, making a fool of myself
on occasions, was for the benefit of Leeds United, and
we did something that will forever go down in history.”
From there it was a case of trying to maximise Leeds’
potential off the pitch. Talking about the Banqueting
Suite, built in 1992, Bill says: “The only way to make
money for Leeds United was to copy Manchester
United, was to go to Arsenal and see the hospitality
and the money that was coming in from hospitality.
We needed it for the Euro 96 championships.” With
crowds approaching 42,000 after the building of the
East Stand, Bill was drawing up plans to extend the
capacity to 60,000 with a second tier on the West
Stand. His reasoning was that the seven or eight times
a season where you could offer away teams nearly
10,000 seats and fill Elland Road would pay for the
improvements through supplementary sponsorship
and corporate dining. Bill was extremely proud of the
East Stand, a “tremendous complex,” and its “17,000

seats, SEVENTEEN THOUSAND seats!”; particularly
so when an entourage from Arsenal came and looked
at it in awe, and were staggered at how little Bill had
paid for it.
“We always knew where the money was - people
thought we’d won the pools, but we never. People
thought we had the money, but I could always go to
a sponsor and say, ‘Look, we want to sign Gary
McAllister, can you let me have £200,000 from next
season’s sponsorship? Please let me have it because he
will make the difference,’ and invariably I would get
the money that I wanted.”
On the pitch, the post-title problems were beginning
to level out and Leeds were established as a top-five
Premier League side, though the natives were somewhat restless at a lack of quality signings. Bill undoubtedly bore the brunt of that, and the high profile case
of failing to sign Czech striker Thomas Skuhravy from
Genoa in 1995 resulted in Bill becoming a figure of derision to fans fed up with the failure to build on the title success. Famously, graffiti appeared on bridges, and
while I will keep the full story of the Skuhravy deal

“We always knew
where the money
was… invariably I
would get the money
that I wanted.”
for my book, I can assure Leeds fans that the transfer
falling through was entirely down to the player, and
Bill was forced by the Italians to cover it up with a
story that put the club in a poor light with the fans. As
Bill says, “We were dealing with villains, villains,” and
therefore he took the stick on the chin.
As the 1990s wore on Wilkinson felt increasing
pressure. Bill undoubtedly has regrets about how the
end came about, and what they didn’t quite achieve.
“We were like ‘that’ from Manchester United,” he says,
holding thumb and forefinger slightly apart to show
how close Leeds were to swapping roles with their bitter rivals. When the Caspian takeover happened
in 1996, Bill was eventually forced from his position
as Chairman which he had inherited from Leslie
Silver earlier the same year, with the owners citing
supporter unrest.

“The supporters are essential to a club, they are the
lifeblood of the club. In football today, they don’t make
the club because the money from the supporters is
nothing compared to what you need. But the supporters are vital to the club, vital. But you get supporters
who moan and groan about the club, you say, ‘Come
down to see me, I’ll show you,’ they’re all shouting and
spitting and I say, ‘Come down on Monday morning
and I’ll go through it with you and show you,’ but of
course you can’t expect them to know and be involved
because they don’t understand what there is to go
through with it. But Leeds United supporters, as far as
I was concerned, I never had a minute’s trouble. If they
moaned, they were entitled to moan, they paid their
money, that’s what football’s about.”
The takeover brought jealousy over Bill’s salary, one
of the highest in football but also commission-based,
which was never disclosed, and another bugbear that
Bill had to weather. Jealousy also surrounded the employment of his son as Retail Manager, and despite the
commercial results his son was achieving for
Leeds United, Adam Pearson, the new Commercial
Manager brought in by Caspian, “finished him.”
Pearson, according to Bill, was another “Ridsdale”
who “deserted the sinking ship” and “helped ruin
Leeds United.”
Bill brings up the last and biggest deal he ever did for
Leeds United; the £19 million combined deal with
Puma and Packard Bell in 1996. Bill had recently
accepted a 5% reduction in his salary, and was entitled to a 5% cut of the £19 million deal. However,
he told the new owners to “keep it in the club” and
he “never took a penny” when he left, only the
money he was entitled to for his shares.
“When I left Leeds they had £12.5
million in the bank. I never wanted
to leave Leeds United, never, never. I
didn’t need to leave Leeds United. I
had a great job, I loved it. Leslie wanted out, he’d had enough, his family
wanted him out, but I never wanted
out. But of course when you’re in
business and you sell, they say
‘nothing’s going to change,
nothing. It’s going to be as
it was, don’t worry about
that.’ But when the deal is
done, three months after,
everything changes.
“They forced me out, I
won’t kid myself, they

forced me out, they said ‘the supporters are against
you.’ Well, they can make it any way they want to, but
that can only
go on for so long. They had this thing about young
people, ‘young Ridsdale’, who they thought was a
genius, but I wouldn’t let him run my errands. He
killed everything we had built up with the help of the
Chairman, the board; he ruined it. I could see what
they were doing, Ridsdale and his cronies, and they
were killing it. It’s not just about building up with
the supporters, it’s building up with the business
community too, and one of the biggest communities
in this country is in Leeds.”
You begin to realise that one of Bill’s strengths was
keeping everything close by. All his sponsors and
major investors were based in Leeds, he promoted the
city of Leeds, he used the Leeds identity, even what
little money the club had was always close by.
Although the game was very different a few years later
and was run with a global perspective, Ridsdale and

Bates kept god knows what god knows where, and
combined to lose the business community of Leeds,
Leeds City Council and particularly the banks.
The club was cut adrift and no longer central to the
heart of the city.
“When George Graham came along, I was against
that and that was a killer blow for me. Bad news,
bad, bad news. Caspian were there, he lived in a flat
below them and they had this relationship, but no,
not for me. We built the academy at Thorp Arch
and we got the money to buy the land and build it
because we had a great relationship with the bank,
and the youth academy made such a difference.
But George Graham came in and he killed it.
We won the FA Youth Cups in 1993 and 1997
with Paul Hart and Eddie Gray. I had a meeting
with every player who won that last cup, and
his parents.
I had a meeting at Elland
Road, invited the family of
each boy to sign a contract,
because every club wanted
to sign our youth players.
I signed them all, George
Graham should have been at
the meeting to meet all the
parents, but he never turned
up. So I went up to Thorp
Arch and said, ‘here you are’,
threw all the contracts on
the table and said, ‘There
you are, they’re all signed
for the next three years.’ So
he quickly looked at the contracts and said, ‘You’ve
given them too much!’

Bill looks back at his time at Leeds United with
immense pride and satisfaction, but frustration at
what could have been achieved, and what could
still be achieved.
“People say now that Leeds’ gates are fantastic;
Leeds’ gates? They’re losing money, what did they
do? Ridsdale killed it, and following on with Ken
Bates, he killed the Supporters Club, they lost all the
financial people, they didn’t want to know, all around
Leeds they just didn’t want to know. They went, they
lost them. So people say, ‘Ooh, great crowds at Leeds,
30,000’ - they’re nothing to what they should be,
we should be talking 50,000 every week - ‘Leeds
United.’ But not where they are. I can’t believe that
any businessman that has anything to do with
Leeds United can sit in a boardroom and say, ‘We’re
alright where we are.’
“But I don’t have to tell you
about Leeds United. You
give Leeds United success,
there’s no holding them
back. I had eight years in the
Second Division and I know
how hard it is to get out of
that Second Division, with
all the enthusiasm I had, it
was hard work.”
Talking to Bill, or rather,
listening to Bill, you see
what magnetism he has, and
while there may be a lot of
flannel and ‘front’ to it, behind that there is substance,
and an objective. And for Leeds United that objective
was to make money and become a success on the field.
“I’m a little authority on football, I know what a club
needs. I came here [to Harrogate] and bought Harrogate Town Football Club. I got two promotions,
won the cups, did things, couldn’t take it any further,
couldn’t get any crowds here whatsoever, it’s all about
money. It’s all about potential. One thing Howard
Wilkinson said in his first interview when coming
to Leeds United, I asked him, ‘What made you
contemplate coming to Elland Road?’ He said,
‘Potential, potential, potential.’ And it was so true,
my god, Leeds United...”

“If there’s one
man in Leeds
that knows about
Leeds United
it’s me, but they
never ask.”

“I didn’t get on with George at all. One of the first
things he ever said to me was, ‘You’re known in football as one of the smartest managing directors in the
game,’ and he said, ‘I’m taking over that mantle. I’ll
be the smartest.’ He used Leeds United. He was never
a Leeds United man.”
Bill even had a temporary fallout with Leslie Silver,
who had stepped down as Chairman a couple of
years earlier following a traumatic burglary at his
home, which left him shaken and desperate to
get out of the public eye. The new owners had
promised to make Bill the Vice-President of
Leeds United, but it never happened because he
got wind that Leslie Silver also wanted the position.
In the event, neither of them got it, however, and
since then the two have made up.

His voice stops and he shakes his head as if he can’t
comprehend how magical the ride was for him. At
this point it is hard not to sympathise with the figure
that became mocked and criticised, when before you
is merely a fan who managed the club considerately
and made none of the catastrophic mistakes of

subsequent regimes. Furthermore, he brought tangible
success; simple.
Bereft of any bitterness to the club whatsoever, it is
clear that whatever opinion he has of himself, Bill
knows Leeds United is bigger than any individual, and
he will always hold a passion for the Leeds United
he knew, and believes can come again. While he is
scathing of the ‘young’ Ridsdale regime he saw a
disturbing side of, he is merely sceptical of the current
incumbents in the Elland Road boardroom, claiming
that they are ‘business’ people rather than ‘football’
people, and when he talks, the route to success all
seems so simple.
“Football is not a business, they all say ‘you’ve got
to treat it like a business,’ but it’s a lot more than a
business. They never ask me. If there’s one man in
Leeds that knows about Leeds United it’s me, but they
never ask. They can ask for
my advice and I don’t want
paying. Ask me my advice
and I’ll give it to you. I’ll tell
you what to do. I’m the man
who knew Leeds United
inside out.”

Are they trying to get publicity? I took every advertising board coming in to Leeds, and I put on the first
six games at Elland Road, I put on the new signings
we’d made and every car that came into this city had
to pass those advertising boards, on the motorway and
everywhere; publicity to create publicity. It’s okay having the club and buying it from Ken Bates, but there’s
a lot more to it than that. What do they want from it?
Leeds has got a history, Don Revie is history, Howard
Wilkinson is history. That was the making of a club.
Somewhere, there is somebody, like Bill Fotherby, that
has got the enthusiasm, and the, ‘We’re gonna do it!
Let’s all get together, we’re gonna achieve it.’ People in
Leeds remember, they remember the successful days.
They want them back. Youngsters today, they don’t
remember, but Leeds?” Bill chuckles and shakes his
head again. “Wherever you went with Leeds United,
they were frightened of Leeds United.”
The crux is that Bill
Fotherby lived and breathed
Leeds United from a very
young age, and he ached to
be involved. Sure, money
was a welcome distraction,
but it was a means to an
end, and Bill’s objective was
only ever Leeds United, he
was born into that when he
had nothing. Is that true of
the board today? Can you
buy that kind of passion to
work hard? As if to illustrate
his commitment he tells me
about the banks always wanting guarantees from directors when money was being made available. “Don’t
tell the wife, but I put my house up as a guarantee for
Leeds United!”

“Somewhere, there
is somebody, like
Bill Fotherby,
that has got the
enthusiasm.”

The salient point here is that
Bill is talking in the past
tense. He knew Leeds United
inside out. The club is very
different now and football is
very different to 1988 when
the revolution started. But
when finding money is the common denominator you
wonder if it does just need someone with the spiel,
the swagger, the confidence and the ability to build
relationships with the right people. Bill’s philosophy
is very much along the lines of, ‘if you say it often
enough, people begin to believe it,’ and that might still
work today. You wonder whether Bill is fully aware
of the moves GFH-C have made in attempting to
re-engage with supporters, but he is also talking about
making money and creating publicity to attract sponsors and investors.

“It’s the attitude, you’ve got to change the attitude.
‘What are you doing here? What do you want to
achieve?’ There’s players out there, they’ve got the
right manager, but where’s the commercial side of
Leeds United? I never hear it, I never hear it. You go
into my library here and I’ll show you books of stuff, it
was non-stop with me, commercially, publicity, doing
things in order to get people involved. But are they
going out? Are they going to every business in Leeds?

People like Bill Fotherby have influenced Leeds United
for the better in the past; grounded, passionate, Leeds
people. But none since, and not with such unique style,
bravado and infectious enthusiasm, and you wonder if
a similar figure could ever have the same impact.
Bill and I part after he leads me into his garage to show
me his gallery of framed photos from the glory years,
and the 80-year-old’s multi-gym. As I leave I thank
him, and not just for his time. I genuinely thank him,
for everything; the tears, the joy and the laughter.
“God gave me a gift of convincing people that Leeds
United was the best club in the world, and we never
had a penny. My job was there, I would have stayed
there until I died. It was my club, it was my club. When
I walked out of there, it broke my heart. It broke my
heart, and I’ve never been back.”

